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in short the difference between digital and electronic documents is that digital documents are readable ones meant for humans whereas electronic documents are pure data files that are interpreted by computers digital
electronics is a field of electronics involving the study of digital signals and the engineering of devices that use or produce them this is in contrast to analog electronics which work primarily with analog signals an
electronic document refers to a pure data representation that can be read by a computer but has no vocation of being editable it is structured for automated processing on the other hand a digital document includes data
that is human readable but not structured and easily processed by computers understanding the key differences between digital and electronic records is fundamental to effective records management let s briefly define each
and then explore the different types of digital and electronic records an electronic signature is simply a tool used to sign a document online while both aim to verify a document s authenticity a digital signature is best used
to prevent fraud while an electronic signature provides convenience both can protect a document containing susceptible information electronics digital circuits components computers understand only two numbers 0 and 1
and do all their arithmetic operations in this binary mode many electrical and electronic devices have two states they are either off or on
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in short the difference between digital and electronic documents is that digital documents are readable ones meant for humans whereas electronic documents are pure data files that are interpreted by computers

digital electronics wikipedia
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digital electronics is a field of electronics involving the study of digital signals and the engineering of devices that use or produce them this is in contrast to analog electronics which work primarily with analog signals

the difference between digital electronic documents
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an electronic document refers to a pure data representation that can be read by a computer but has no vocation of being editable it is structured for automated processing on the other hand a digital document includes
data that is human readable but not structured and easily processed by computers
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understanding the key differences between digital and electronic records is fundamental to effective records management let s briefly define each and then explore the different types of digital and electronic records

digital signature vs electronic signature differences
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an electronic signature is simply a tool used to sign a document online while both aim to verify a document s authenticity a digital signature is best used to prevent fraud while an electronic signature provides convenience
both can protect a document containing susceptible information
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electronics digital circuits components computers understand only two numbers 0 and 1 and do all their arithmetic operations in this binary mode many electrical and electronic devices have two states they are either off
or on
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